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摘 要
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Abstract

Bishop sentences such as “If a bishop meets a bishop, he blesses him” have long been considered problematic for the descriptivist (or E-type) approach of donkey anaphora (e.g. Evans, 1977; Heim, 1990; and Neale, 1990). Elbourne (2005) offers a situational descriptivist analysis that allegedly solves the problem, and furthermore extends its explanatory coverage to bishop sentence with coordinate subjects. However, I throw serious doubts on Elbourne’s analysis. Specifically, I argue that the purported solution is committed to the use of unbound anaphora, and it cannot sustain the claimed empirical adequacy.
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The Real Problem of Bishop Sentences

Hsiang-Yun Chen

I. Introduction

Consider the following bishop sentences:

(1) If a bishop meets a bishop, he blesses him.
(2) # If a bishop and a bishop meet, he blesses him. (Elbourne, 2005: 153)

While (1) and (2) prima facie describe exactly the same scenario, one’s judgments regarding their respective acceptability diverge: (1) is perfectly fine but the oddity of (2) is hard to miss. Though the contrast is solid, it is unclear what explains this disparity.

The puzzle goes well beyond variation in speaker’s felicity judgments and is of interest to philosophers of language and linguistics since at least Geach (1962), Evans (1977), and Cooper (1979). Stripped down to its bare bone, a bishop sentence is a conditional where the two noun phrases in the antecedent are identical and play semantically symmetric roles. More importantly, the two pronouns in the consequent are both donkey anaphora—pronouns that are bound in semantics but not syntax.\(^1\)

---

\(^1\) The conventional taxonomy divides pronouns into two categories: those that are directly referential (e.g. “She works very hard.”) and those that are anaphoric (e.g. “Every boy likes his mother.”). The former are analyzed as free variables and pick up as their referents the salient individuals in the context; the latter are treated as bound variables and depend on their antecedents.
There are two competing ways to analyze donkey anaphora. One is to preserve the traditional notion of binding at the cost of classifying donkey pronouns as exceptional: they are not variables but disguised definite descriptions. This is the descriptivist (or E-type) approach (e.g. Evans, 1977, 1980; Neale, 1990; Heim & Kratzer, 1998; among many others). The other is to revise the classical notion of binding by extending the binding scope and treat donkey pronouns, on a par with anaphoric pronouns, as bound variables. This is the dynamic approach (e.g. Kamp, 1981; Kamp & Reyle, 1993; and Groenendijk & Stokhof, 1991).

According to the descriptivist theorists, donkey pronouns are disguised definite descriptions. Following Russell (1905), uniqueness is written in the semantics of definite descriptions. The bishop sentence (1), however, presents a pressing worry. Since “meet” depicts a symmetric relation, any description applicable to one bishop is equally applicable to the other: “the bishop” is definitely not uniquely-denoting, and neither is “the bishop that meets a bishop.” Since no differentiating descriptions are available, there should be no anaphoric readings.

The prediction is of course mistaken, which creates the so-called “problem of indistinguishable participants.” (Heim, 1990: 148)² The

---

² While description-based theories are generally called E-type theories in the literature, Elbourne draws several distinctions within the description-theoretic approach. He holds that strictly speaking, Evans (1977, 1980) is the only E-type account proper; Cooper (1979), Heim (1990), Neale (1990), and Heim & Kratzer (1998) are all instances of what he calls the D-type analysis. Evans is singled out because donkey anaphora is not analyzed as semantically equivalent to
problem is exacerbated, however, when (2) is added to the picture. Why is anaphoric reading available for (1) but not for (2)? After all, the bishops involved in both examples seem equally indiscernible descriptively. What explains the asymmetry? This is the real problem of bishop sentences.

In *Situations and Individuals*, Elbourne (2005) argues for a new descriptivist treatment that purports to not only explain the felicity of (1) but also the anomaly of (2). By contrast, dynamic theories, while having no difficulty accounting for (1), do not predict the oddity of (2). If Elbourne’s claim proves true, the descriptivist approach gets a significant boost. It would mean that the descriptivist approach is not only adequate but empirically superior. Moreover, since Elbourne’s ultimate claim is that pronouns, definite descriptions, and proper names share a common syntax and semantics, if his theory holds good, it would undermine the direct reference theory and the related doctrine that proper names are rigid designators.

My goal is to demonstrate that Elbourne’s analysis is problematic. Underlying the proposed solution is a commitment to the use of unbound anaphora, and the principle that allegedly explains the apparent asymmetry between (1) and (2) does not stand scrutiny. The rest of the paper is structured

---

definite descriptions; rather, they are treated as referential expressions whose referents are nevertheless fixed by some descriptions. D-type theories are then further divided based on two criteria: (a) the degree of similarity between donkey pronouns and definite descriptions—whether the two are equivalent at the syntactic level, besides being equivalent at the semantic level; (b) the means by which the descriptive content is recovered—whether or not there is an explicit algorithm. The result is thus a four-way classification of D-type theories: syntactic and contextual (e.g., Heim & Kratzer (1998)), syntactic and linguistic (e.g., Elbourne (2005)), semantic and contextual (e.g., Heim (1990)), and semantic and linguistic (e.g., Neale (1990)). Note, however, that the problem of indistinguishable participants is a problem common to all description-based theories, E-type and D-type alike. Because the fine-grained distinction between E-type and D-type is orthogonal to my central argument, I will set it aside and simply address Elbourne’s account as a version of the descriptivist theory to avoid confusion and unnecessary proliferation of terminology.
as follows. Section 2 outlines Elbourne’s treatment of bishop sentences and his response to a worry raised by Kroll (2008). My own counterarguments are presented in Section 3, and I discuss bishop sentences with coordinate subjects in Section 4.

II. The Situational Descriptivist Account

For any descriptivist, the availability of anaphoric readings of donkey pronouns hinges on the availability of some uniquely-denoting descriptions.\(^3\) At a very general level, Elbourne’s treatment contains two central theses:

- **Covert description as NP-deletion**: a donkey pronoun is a morphological variant of the definite article “the” followed by a covert NounPhrase.

- **Semantics by means of refined situations**: the analysis of conditionals involves quantification over Kratzerian situations.\(^4\)

Here is how the combination of NP-deletion theory and a refined situation semantics supposedly solves the problem of indistinguishable participants. According to the NP-deletion theory, (3a) is analyzed as (3b):

---

\(^3\) Elbourne’s proposal is an admirable attempt to combine the respective merits of two preceding, influential descriptivist analyses. The NP-deletion thesis is a theoretical descendant of Neale (1990); the thesis of refined situations is an heir of Heim (1990). Like Heim, Elbourne resorts to minimal situations and their extensions to neutralize the unwanted uniqueness with which “the” is associated in conditionals. Like Neale, Elbourne provides an explicit algorithm that computes syntactic information from the antecedent clause to the desired definite description that the pronoun is equivalent to.

\(^4\) Following Kratzer (1989), Elbourne takes situations to be “natural language metaphysics equivalent to states of affairs” in the sense of Armstrong (1978). Elbourne’s situation semantics departs from previous work by Berman (1987), Kratzer (1989), and Heim (1990) by being fully compositional and more fine-grained. Quantificational adverbials such as “always,” “usually” and “rarely” are part of the lexicon and do not trigger syncategorematic rules for quantification.
(3a) If a bishop meets a bishop, he blesses him.

(3b) If a bishop meets a bishop, [he \text{bishop}] blesses [him \text{bishop}].

The pronouns “he” and “him” are equivalent to the definite article “the”; the relevant description is simply a copy of the very minimal NP antecedent, i.e. “bishop,” which undergoes deletion in the process of phonological realization to avoid repetition. Clearly the descriptive content so recovered is not rich enough to tell the bishops apart. Elbourne argues, however, that once situations are brought into play, it is possible to form predicates that differentiate the two bishops and so the anaphoric readings are licensed.

Take (4a), the core of the antecedent in (3a), whose LF-syntactic structure is (4b):

(4a) a bishop meets a bishop

(4b) \[[\text{a bishop}] \left[ \lambda_6 \left[ \left[ \text{a bishop} \left[ \lambda_2 \left[ t_6 \text{meets} t_2 \right] \right] \right] \right] \right] \]

According to the situations semantics Elbourne sets out, the LF (4b) has the following denotation:5

(5) \lambda s_1. \text{there is an individual } x \text{ and a situation } s_2 \text{ such that } s_2 \text{ is a minimal situation such that } s_2 \leq s_1 \text{ and } x \text{ is a bishop in } s_2, \text{ such that there is a situation } s_3 \text{ such that } s_3 \leq s_1 \text{ and } s_3 \text{ is a minimal situation}

---

5 Elbourne offers a compositional semantics—including the ontological ingredients (due to Kratzer (1989)), rules of derivation (from Heim and Kratzer (1998)), and lexical entries with specific reference to situations. Using standard lambda notation in formal semantics, he provides step-by-step, detailed calculations of a number of key examples in the book. Since my argument does not rest on the lengthy derivation of the truth-conditions of (4b), but only on some special features of the analysis, I spare the readers the majority of the situation-semantic technicalities and present here just the result of the derivation. Interested readers are referred to Elbourne (2005), in particular section 4.4.1, for the full details.
such that $s_2 \leq s_3$ and: there is an individual $y$ and a situation $s_4$, such that $s_4$ is a minimal situation such that $s_4 \leq s_3$ and $y$ is a bishop in $s_4$, such that there is a situation $s_5$ such that $s_5 \leq s_3$ and $s_5$ is a minimal situation such that $s_4 \leq s_5$ and $x$ meets $y$ in $s_5$. 6

Granted that (5) is almost impossible to parse without some sort of visual aid, Elbourne suggests that we use an aide-mémoire, such as (6), when processing the truth conditions:

$$\forall s_1 [ (\exists s_2 (s_2 \leq s_1, x \text{ is a bishop}) \land \exists s_3 (s_2 \leq s_3 \leq s_7) \land \exists s_4 (s_4 \leq s_3, y \text{ is a bishop}) \land \exists s_5 (s_4 \leq s_5 \leq s_3, x \text{ meets } y))$$
call the bishop whose bishop-hood is not part of $s_5$ the “distinguished” bishop and the other bishop the “non-distinguished” bishop. The target sentence (7a) is then analyzed as having (7b) as its denotation:

(7a) If a bishop meets a bishop, he blesses him.

(7b) $\lambda s_6$. for every minimal situation $s_7$ such that $s_7 \leq s_6$ and $(5)(s_7)=1$, there is a minimal situation $s_8$ such that $s_8 \leq s_6$ and $s_8$ is a minimal situation such that $s_7 \leq s_8$ and the distinguished bishop in $s_8$ blesses in $s_8$ the non-distinguished bishop in $s_8$.

The situation structure for the entire sentence is provided as below:

For any pair of bishops meeting and greeting each other there are two ways to divide up the individuals and situations: one is to have $x$ as the distinguished bishop, and the other is to have $y$ as the distinguished bishop. (7a) is true if and only if both possibilities are verified. Whoever the distinguished bishop is, he blesses the non-distinguished bishop. The upshot is that despite the failure of standard descriptions to distinguish between the two bishops, their distinct locations in the situation structures is the justification to treat them asymmetrically. So, by appealing to the situational characteristics, one can distinguish between “he bishop” and “him bishop.”

Moreover, Elbourne claims that the new situational descriptivist analysis can correctly predicting the ungrammaticality of sentences such as (9):
(9) # If a bishop and a bishop meet, he blesses him.

Here the bishops have completely identical descriptive content. There is
genuinely no way whatsoever to differentiate between them even when
situation structures are taken into consideration. Since the uniqueness condition
is not met, (9) has no anaphoric interpretations.

To handle bishop sentences with coordinate subjects, or the “intransitive
cases”, Elbourne adopts the notion of plurality in Link (1983): A plural
individual $a \oplus b$ is defined as the sum of $a$ and $b$; $\leq_i$ is the individual part
relation: $a \leq_i a \oplus b$ means that individual $a$ is part of the sum of $a$ and $b$.$^7$

For our purpose, it suffices to illustrate the situation structures of the core
of (9), i.e. “a bishop and a bishop meet”:

As (10) indicates, there is no situation-related distinction to be made
between the two bishops. In the minimal situations $s_2$ and $s_5$ of which $x$ and $y$
are a part of respectively, each instantiates the property of “being a bishop”;
in the intermediate situations $s_3$ and $s_6$, $x$ and $y$ again instantiate the same
property of “being part of the individual sum $z$.” That is, the two individuals
are “embedded in intrinsically and relationally identical situation structures.”
(Elbourne, 2010: 77) Whatever content applicable to $x$ is equally applicable

\[^7\text{Given this theoretical background, Elbourne revises his lexical entry for “and” so that it takes two
Quantifier Phrases as arguments. The new semantics of “and” is essentially an existential
quantifier (because the conjunction of the two Quantifier Phrases forms a plural sum); and
accordingly, the lexical entry for the intransitive “meet” is stipulated to take a plural sum only. For
details of the necessary revisions, see Elbourne (2005: section 4.4.2).}\]
to \(y\), making “he bishop” and “him bishop” descriptively identical through and through. Therefore, (9) is a true instance of indistinguishable participants, and the theory correctly predicts its ungrammaticality.

Now consider the following objection raised by Kroll (2008):

(11) If a bishop talks with a bishop, he compliments him.\(^8\)

The anaphoric reading of (11) is readily available. The nested situation structure of the core of the antecedent is as follows:

\[
\text{(12) } \begin{array}{c}
\text{x bishop } s_2 \\
\text{y bishop } s_4 \\
\text{x talks with } y s_5 \\
\end{array} s_3 s_1 
\]

Kroll invites us to imagine a scenario where there is just one bishop, talking with and complimenting himself. (11) is true in this case, and there is no reason to rule out such a possibility. Hence, (12) is reduced to

\[
\text{(13) } \begin{array}{c}
\text{x bishop } s_2=4 \\
\text{x talks with } x s_5=5 \\
\end{array} s_3 s_1 
\]

Elbourne’s account is now in serious trouble. Given that the scenario with a solo bishop should not be precluded and that (11) is felicitous, Elbourne must acknowledge that situations sometimes merge, or that different situation descriptions may turn out to be descriptions of the same situation. But then

---

\(^8\) According to Kroll, there are two types of bishop conditionals (in the transitive case) exemplified by the following:

(i) If a bishop talks with a bishop, he blesses him.
(ii) If a bishop talks with another bishop, he blesses him.

The two are not always equivalent. (i) can be true when there is only one bishop who talks and blesses himself, but (ii) cannot be true in the same scenario.
the pair “distinguished” and “non-distinguished” cannot be used, as they are only defined with respect to situation structures that look like (12). If Elbourne insists that the situation structures, even in the case of a solo bishop, are nevertheless just like those depicted in (12), then “distinguished” and “non-distinguished” are defined. However, the theory is then committed to contradictory predication that the same individual is both “distinguished” and “non-distinguished.”

In response, Elbourne (2010) comments that the predicates “distinguished” and “non-distinguished,” as devised in Elbourne (2005), do run into the difficulties that Kroll points out. Nonetheless, it does not follow that some other pair of predicates will not do the trick. For example, two new predicates, as defined below, work perfectly well:

(14a) distinguished*: an individual $x$ is distinguished* with respect to a situation $s$ iff either $s$ is an extension of a situation with the structure of $s_1$ in (12) and $x$ is distinguished (as originally defined) in $s$, or $x$ is the only individual in $s$.

---

9 An anonymous reviewer questions whether (12) is reduced to (13) in the scenario Kroll suggests. The reviewer thinks this is a confusion of logical form and one condition in which a logical form is true. But (12) is not the logical form. Consider (4a): “a bishop meets a bishop.” According to Elbourne, its logical form is (4b): $[[a \text{ bishop}][\lambda_6 [[a \text{ bishop}[\lambda_2 [t_6 \text{ meets } t_2]]]]]]$. Given the situation semantics detailed in the book, (4b) has (5) as its denotation. Diagrams such as (6) and (12) are offered only as a visual aid to help one processes the truth conditions. The reviewer’s comment, however, helps to highlight an important assumption Elbourne makes, that “the inclusion relations among the situations specified in the truth conditions of a sentence very closely mirror the inclusion relations among the syntactic constituents of the sentence.” (Elbourne, 2005: 147) Kroll’s objection, in a nutshell, challenges this alleged parallelism between truth-conditions and syntactic structure.

10 The dialectic between Kroll and Elbourne’s debate is in fact more delicate. Nothing essential of their discussion is lost in the simplified version that I sketch here, however.

11 The following is from Elbourne (2010: 71-72).
(14b) non-distinguished*: an individual \( x \) is non-distinguished* with respect to a situation \( s \) iff either \( s \) is an extension of a situation with the structure of \( s_1 \) in (12) and \( x \) is non-distinguished (as originally defined) in \( s \), or \( x \) is the only individual in \( s \).

Thanks to their disjunctive form, these predicates are applicable in both the standard scenarios and the scenario involving just a single bishop. So long as some differentiating descriptions are available, Elbourne can explain the anaphoric reading of (11).

If the availability of anaphoric readings of (11) depends on the availability of some uniquely-denoting descriptions, so long as some differentiating descriptions are available, Elbourne’s response is valid, no matter how artificial the descriptions may seem.

III. Dubious Situational Descriptions

Elbourne’s treatment of bishop sentences rests on two essential features: (a) predicates characterized by reference to situations, and (b) disjunctive situational predicates. I will argue that each inevitably leads to self-defeating predictions and together evidence the problematic nature of the proposed descriptive analysis.

First, underlying the “solution” to the problem of indistinguishable participants is the availability of differentiating predicates, including the relatively simple ones such as “distinguished” and “non-distinguished,” and the complex, disjunctive predicates like “distinguished*” and “non-distinguished*.” Crucially, however, is the way the base case “distinguished” is characterized:
For any situation containing two particulars $s_2$ and $s_5$, defined as above, call the bishop whose bishophood is not a constituent of $s_5$ the ‘distinguished’ bishop. (Elbourne, 2005: 149)

Recall that according to Elbourne, the truth conditions of the target sentence “If a bishop meets a bishop, he blesses him” is

\[(15) \lambda s_6. \text{ for every minimal situation } s_7 \text{ such that } s_7 \preceq s_6 \text{ and } (5)(s_7)=1, \text{ there is a minimal situation } s_8 \text{ such that } s_8 \preceq s_6 \text{ and } s_8 \text{ is a minimal situation such that } s_7 \preceq s_8 \text{ and the distinguished bishop in } s_8 \text{ blesses in } s_8 \text{ the non-distinguished bishop in } s_8.\]

Since “distinguished” is really a shorthand for “the bishop whose bishop-hood is not a part of $s_5$,” (15) is just a less verbose version of (16):

\[(16) \lambda s_6. \text{ for every minimal situation } s_7 \text{ such that } s_7 \preceq s_6 \text{ and } (5)(s_7)=1, \text{ there is a minimal situation } s_8 \text{ such that } s_8 \preceq s_6 \text{ and } s_8 \text{ is a minimal situation such that } s_7 \preceq s_8 \text{ and the bishop whose bishophood is not a part of } s_5 \text{ in } s_8 \text{ blesses in } s_8 \text{ the bishop whose bishophood is part of } s_5 \text{ in } s_8.\]

To fully mark the problem, I repeat (5) and the structure of the entire sentence below as (17) and (18), respectively, and spell out the core of (16) as (19):

\[(17) \lambda s_1. \text{ there is an individual } x \text{ and a situation } s_2 \text{ such that } s_2 \text{ is a minimal situation such that } s_2 \preceq s_1 \text{ and } x \text{ is a bishop in } s_2, \text{ such that there is a situation } s_3 \text{ such that } s_3 \preceq s_1 \text{ and } s_3 \text{ is a minimal situation}\]
such that $s_2 \leq s_3$ and: there is an individual $y$ and a situation $s_4$, such that $s_4$ is a minimal situation such that $s_4 \leq s_3$ and $y$ is a bishop in $s_4$, such that there is a situation $s_5$ such that $s_5 \leq s_3$ and $s_5$ is a minimal situation such that $s_4 \leq s_5$ and $x$ meets $y$ in $s_5$.

(18) \[ \text{x bishop } s_2 \quad \text{y bishop } s_4 \quad \text{x meets y } s_5 \quad \text{s_3 \不足 } i_z \text{ Dz blesses } i_z i_z \text{Dz } s_8 \]

(19) \[ \forall s_7 (s_7 \leq s_6 \land (\exists s_2 (s_2 \leq s_7, \ x \text{ is a bishop}) \land \exists s_3 (s_2 \leq s_3 \leq s_7) \land \exists s_4 (s_4 \leq s_3, \ y \text{ is a bishop}) \land \exists s_5 (s_4 \leq s_5 \leq s_3, \ x \text{ meets y})) \rightarrow \exists s_8 (s_7 \leq s_8 \leq s_6, \text{ the bishop whose bishop-hood is not part of } s_5 \text{ blesses the bishop whose bishop-hood is part of } s_5)) \]

The analysis, as it stands, violates the classic constraint on the scope of existential quantification. The existential quantification that introduces the situation $s_3$ takes places entirely within the scope of the antecedent and does not have scope over the main clause; in the metalanguage interpretation of the main clause, $s_6$, $s_7$, and $s_8$ are the only situation variables available for use. The variable $s_5$, if it is used in the position as specified in (16) or (19), is unbound. So, Elbourne’s account of unbound anaphora in the object language ultimately depends on reference to unbound anaphora in the metalanguage.

One might question if Elbourne is truly committed to the use of unbound anaphora. Those sympathetic to the descriptivist approach may reason as follows. True enough, Elbourne should not have cashed out “distinguished” in terms like “the bishop whose bishop-hood is not a part of $s$,”
where $s$ is some free variable. But so long as Elbourne can find a bound variable, the analysis can go through. One such example is to understand "non-distinguished" as "the bishop who is part of SOME situation $s$ that includes his being met by someone whose bishop-hood is not part of $s$." Here $s$ is a variable bound by an existential quantifier. Nevertheless, careful examination of the situation structure (18) reveals that no such bound situation variable would be available. As the structure makes clear, $s_5$ is the only minimal situation where one of the two bishops's bishop-hood is absent, so any attempt to tell the two bishops apart by this asymmetry must make reference to $s_5$.

At this point, the skeptic might object that though $s_5$ is unbound in (19), there are other ways to produce a formula equivalent to (16) in which $s_5$ is bound. Consider, for example, (19*) and (19**):

$$(19*) \forall s_5 \forall s_7 (s_7 \leq s_6 \land (\exists s_2 (s_2 \leq s_7, x \text{ is a bishop}) \land \exists s_3 (s_2 \leq s_3 \leq s_7) \land \exists s_4 (s_4 \leq s_3, y \text{ is a bishop}) \land (s_4 \leq s_5 \leq s_3, x \text{ meets } y) \land \exists s_8 (s_7 \leq s_8 \leq s_6, \text{ the bishop whose bishop-hood is not part of } s_5 \text{ blesses the bishop whose bishop-hood is part of } s_5)$$

$$(19**) \forall s_7 (s_7 \leq s_6 \land (\exists s_2 (s_2 \leq s_7, x \text{ is a bishop}) \land \exists s_3 (s_2 \leq s_3 \leq s_7) \land \exists s_4 (s_4 \leq s_3, y \text{ is a bishop}) \land (s_4 \leq s_5 \leq s_3, x \text{ meets } y) \land \exists s_8 (s_7 \leq s_8 \leq s_6, \text{ the bishop whose bishop-hood is not part of } s_5 \text{ blesses the bishop whose bishop-hood is part of } s_5))$$

To be sure, all the occurrences of $s_5$ are bound; there is not a single unbound variable in these formulas. However, solving the problem of
unbound anaphora by altering the quantificational force of the binder or tinkering its location or both is not only *ad hoc* but clashes with the foundation of situation semantics.

In (19*), the binder of $s_5$ has universal rather than existential force; plus, it is moved to the very beginning of the formula. This is highly problematic. First, recall that (5) is an integral part of (16), and it is transparent that $s_5$ receives an existential quantification in (5). Therefore, revising the quantificational force of the binder of $s_5$ is not viable.

Moreover, (19*) contradicts a core aspect of situation-based semantics—that a conditional is true if an only if all minimal situations verifying the antecedent can extend to a minimal situation that verifies the consequent.\(^\text{12}\) This means that, in broad strokes, the formalization of (16) should look something like: $\forall s_7 (\varphi \rightarrow \exists s_8 \psi)$, where $\varphi$ and $\psi$ specify the relevant conditions in the antecedent and consequent, respectively. But (19*) is instead $\forall s_5 \forall s_7 (\varphi \rightarrow \exists s_8 \psi)$.

This also explains why (19**) should be rejected. Even though the binder of $s_5$ is assigned the right quantificational force, as an instance of $\forall s_7 (\exists s_5 (\varphi \rightarrow \exists s_8 \psi))$, (19**) goes against the specific format required by the

---

\(^\text{12}\) Following Lewis’s (1975) idea that conditionals involve quantification, Berman (1987) is the first who pioneered a situation-semantic treatment of adverbial quantification. A conditional is analyzed as a tripartite structure involving (i) an adverb of quantification (or Q-adverb), (ii) a restrictor clause $p$ and (c) a nuclear clause $q$: [Q-adverb, if $p$, $q$]. Assume further that Q-adverbs quantify over situations; then, the antecedent of a conditional restricts the situations that a Q-adverb modifies. The truth of a conditional thus depends on whether all the situations that the Q-adverb ranges over (i.e., the restrictor) are extendable to situations that satisfy some other conditions (i.e., the nuclear clause, or the consequent). In other words, if a conditional is of the form ‘Always, if $p$, then $q$’ it is true if and only if all minimal situations that are $p$ can be extended to a situation that $q$; if a conditional says ‘Usually, if $p$, then $q$’ then it is true iff most minimal situations that are $p$ can be extended to a situation that $q$. This foundational idea is followed by all subsequent situation-semantic theories.
situation-based approach. As stated earlier, the proper formalization of (16) must take the form of $\forall s_7(\varphi \rightarrow \exists s_8 \psi)$, where “$\exists s_8 \psi$” is the consequent of the conditional in the scope of “$\forall s_7$.” But in (19**), “$\exists s_8 \psi$” is embedded too deep in the structure—it is in the scope of both “$\forall s_7$” and “$\exists s_5$.” So, unless there is a major, non-self-defeating overhaul of the assumed treatment of conditionals, the mechanism forbids Elbourne from formalizing (16) as (19**).

Because alternative specifications are not feasible, Elbourne must accept (19) and is hence committed to unbound anaphora. This unintended use of unbound situation variables in the meta-theory is curious. It shows that the best descriptivist account currently available is committed to something dynamic in its very essence. Moreover, it recommends a much more efficient strategy for combatting the lack of uniquely-denoting predicates: simply enrich the bare NP descriptive content with the very minimal situation in which an individual is located.  

In other words, given the situation structures depicted, “he bishop” is to be expanded as “he/the bishop in $s_2$,” and “him bishop” as “him/the bishop in $s_4$.” Since Elbourne takes situations to be “natural language metaphysics equivalent of states of affairs” in the sense of Armstrong (1978), and that “the state of affairs of an actual thin particular instantiating a property is not repeatable,” (Elbourne, 2005: 148) the pair of predicates “being the bishop in $s_2$” and “being the bishop in $s_4$” must be uniquely-denoting already.  

---

13 One way to articulate the notion of “the very minimal situation in which an individual is located” is this. It means the maximally minimal situation in which an individual has a given property: $s$ is a maximally minimal situation in which $x$ has a property $P$ iff $s$ is a minimal situation in which $x$ has $P$ and there is no situation $s'$ such that $s' \leq s$ and $x$ has $P$ in $s'$. I thank an anonymous reviewer of an earlier version of the current paper for this helpful suggestion.

14 This is a paraphrase of Armstrong (1978: 115): “Consider the state of affairs: particular $a$ having
Making use of the very minimal situations such as $s_2$ and $s_4$ should appeal to the situational descriptivist. In scenarios with more than one individual, the descriptions are not only uniquely-denoting, but distinguishing, picking out distinct individuals just as intended. In scenarios with just one individual, the descriptions are still well-defined and lead to no contradiction; it will just be that the predicates pick out one and the same individual. Hence, if it is permissible to make use of unbound situation variables in the metalanguage interpretation of the main clause, it is more advantageous for the situational descriptivist to make recourse to the very minimal situations than to engineer pairs of predicates that are extremely complicated.

However, appealing to the very minimal situations for description enrichment would lead to the prediction that intransitive bishop sentences also have anaphoric readings.

(20) # If a bishop and a bishop meet, he blesses him.
That $s_2$ and $s_5$ are depicted as distinct situations at all should suffice “to construct a definite description which can pick out one of these bishops without being applicable to the other.” (Elbourne, 2005: 156) The pronoun “he” can be construed as “he/the bishop in $s_2$,” and “him” as “him/the bishop in $s_4$”; there is simply no need to look for differences elsewhere in the situation structures. If this is correct, anaphoric readings would become available. That (20) is bad as a matter of fact is left unaccounted for.

The second difficulty concerns Elbourne’s use of disjunctive situational predicates, which is imperative to handle Kroll’s counterexample. Once again, one needs to be cautious about how predicates such as “distinguished*” are defined:

(22) distinguished*: an individual $x$ is distinguished* with respect to a situation $s$ iff either $s$ is an extension of a situation with the structure of $s_1$ in (12) and $x$ is distinguished (as originally defined) in $s$, or $x$ is the only individual in $s$.

It should be clear by now that the first disjunct involves the implicit use of an unbound situation, i.e. variable $s_5$, whereas the second disjunct represents some purely numerical property, or information about cardinality.

Now envision a scenario with one lone bishop and consider (23):

(23) # If a bishop and a bishop are identical, he compliments him.

whose antecedent has the situation structures:
The situational descriptivist ought to predict (23) to be felicitous. The pair of predicates that can license the anaphoric readings is “distinguished*” and “non- distinguished*.” Any disbelief one might have is quickly dispelled once these disjunctive predicates are put into sharp focus:

(25a) distinguished*: an individual $x$ is distinguished* with respect to a situation $s$ iff either $s$ is an extension of a situation with the structure of $s_1$ in (12) and $x$ is distinguished (as originally defined) in $s$, or $x$ is the only individual in $s$.

(25b) non-distinguished*: an individual $x$ is non-distinguished* with respect to a situation $s$ iff either $s$ is an extension of a situation with the structure of $s_1$ in (12) and $x$ is non-distinguished (as originally defined) in $s$, or $x$ is the only individual in $s$.

Of course, these predicates are defined with respect to (23) not because of their first disjunct. After all, (23) simply does not have the right sort of situation structure required. Nevertheless, thanks to their second disjunct, these predicates apply in the present case. It follows that the situational descriptivist theorist should predict (23) to be good. But that’s precisely what Elbourne argues against.

The upshot of the two arguments sketched here is that Elbourne’s proposed analysis has no principled constraint on the use of situations. Building on his general latitude in using unbound situation variables, I argue
that the situational descriptivist theorist has a lot to like about the very minimal situations; liberal use of such situations, however, over-generates for the intransitive cases. On the other hand, disjunctive predicates are mandatory to handle Kroll’s original objection, but they too lead to over-generation for at least one special instance of intransitive bishop sentences.

Employing situational features to distinguish among individuals is a dubious business. The underlying difficulty is not so much with devising some situationally-enriched descriptions, but with constructing them in a systematic way. Elbourne embraces full exploitation of situations and is committed to even unbound situations in his delineation of the truth conditions; purely numerical information must also be incorporated into the predicates. Yet once these moves are made, there seemsto be no good reason why the intransitive (20) and (23) could not have anaphoric interpretations. The attested asymmetry no longer makes sense and the situational descriptivist theorist has failed to provide a coherent, comprehensive analysis of bishop sentences.

IV. A Puzzle of Coordinate Subjects

My rebuttal thus far is that Elbourne is committed to assumptions that turn on his own thesis. In this section, I turn to sentences with coordinate subjects.

Consider the following:

(26a) If a bishop and a nun meet, he blesses her. (Elbourne, 2005: 145)  

17 Here are Elbourne’s examples (28) on page 145:
   a. If a bishop meets a nun, he blesses her.
   b. If a bishop and a nun meet, he blesses her.
(26b) If a bishop and a nun meet, she blesses him.

(27) ? If a bishop and a priest meet, he blesses him.\(^{18}\)

(28) # If a bishop and a bishop meet, he blesses him.\(^{19}\)

These examples have variable degree of acceptability. According to Elbourne, despite the fact that they share exactly the same grammatical/syntactic structure, they belong to three completely different categories: (26) are perfectly normal, (27) does not seem so good, and (28) are simply ungrammatical. Crucially, the distinction between (26) and (27) concerns pragmatics, and the contrast between (27) and (28) has to do with grammaticality.

Because there is no significant syntactic difference among the three sets of data, analyzing the oddity of (28) as a matter of grammaticality seems surprising. Nonetheless, terminological or verbal disputes are not really my concern here; my focus is on whether Elbourne can coherently sustain the alleged distinctions.

To begin, that (26) has perfectly acceptable anaphoric readings can be easily accounted for from the situational descriptivist theorist’s perspective. The NP antecedents “bishop” and “nun” in (26) have distinct descriptive content; moreover, the two gendered pronouns place extra constraint on anaphoric resolution. NP-deletion theory alone is sufficient and there is not even a need to resort to situational predicates.

\(^{18}\) This is essentially a variant of an example made up by Barker & Shan (2008: 31) “If a butcher and a baker meet, he pays him.”

\(^{19}\) Elbourne (2005) also holds that “If a bishop and another bishop meet, he blesses him” is ungrammatical.
On the other hand, like (26), (27) features subjects that are descriptively distinguishable. Given that “bishop” and “priest” are NPs with distinct descriptive content, it should follow that (27) is acceptable: there are two pairs—“he bishop”-“him priest” and “he priest”-“him bishop”—that can validate some anaphoric reading:

(29) If a bishop and a priest meet, he blesses him.
   a. If a bishop and priest meet, [he bishop] pays [him priest]
   b. If a bishop and priest meet, [he priest] pays [him bishop]

There are also abundant situational dissimilarities we can use to differentiate between the individuals:

(30) \[ x \text{ bishop} \downarrow s_2 x \leq z \downarrow s_3 \mid y \text{ priest} \downarrow s_5 y \leq z \downarrow s_6 \mid s_8 z \text{ meet} \downarrow s_9 s_7 \]

After all, one individual’s bishop-hood is a constituent of \( s_3 \), and the other individual’s priest-hood is a constituent of \( s_6 \). Surely these situation-based features can be deployed to produce uniquely-denoting descriptions. So, it appears that Elbourne had better predict ambiguity for (27), not ungrammaticality.

Indeed, Barker & Shan (2008) argue that bishop sentences with coordinate subjects are all grammatical, and the oddity with some of them has to do with interpretability. They argue that a sentence such as (27) is problematic in the same way that (28) is: there are various ways to resolve the anaphoric relation, but neither one is better than the other. Without any contextual information or prior assumptions, one is at a loss as to what anaphoric relation should be understood. Hence, infelicity is a result of there
being no way of “deciding which of the possible anaphoric relations is the intended one.” (Barker & Shan, 2008: 31)

In response to Barker and Shan’s argument, Elbourne (2009) acknowledges that (28) is, after all, not ungrammatical; it can even be good given some appropriate context. He insists, however, that (27) and (28) cannot be problematic in exactly the same way. The reason is that varying the anaphoric configuration of the former changes its truth conditions, but doing so with the latter leads to no truth conditional effects. This observation is correct, though it is not clear how important it is. True, altering the anaphoric resolution of (28) leads to no truth conditional difference, but changing the anaphoric resolution of its transitive counterpart results in no such difference either. Similarly, if (27) is defective on the grounds that, absent contextual information, we have no clue about the desired anaphoric interpretation, then the transitive analogue—“If a bishop meets a priest, he blesses him”—is equally ambiguous, and the two possible ways of anaphoric resolution are also not truth conditionally equivalent.

Whatever factors that contribute to the defect or partial defect of bishop sentences with coordinate subjects—truth conditional (in)variability, ambiguity or the lack thereof—are also present in their transitive counterparts. This is some exceedingly puzzling phenomenon the situational descriptivist theorist has yet to explain.

More importantly, Elbourne cannot even sustain his claim that (28) is ungrammatical. If the descriptivist theorist is free to avail himself to “any property or relation recoverable from the context” for descriptive enrichment, then the order of occurrence of the indefinite antecedents is a rich resource that
he ought not miss out. Reconstructing a grammatical, felicitous, *undeleted* version of (28) is effortless:

(31) If a bishop and a bishop meet, the first bishop blesses the second bishop.

Indeed, Elbourne has no good reason to reject my motion. The proposed descriptive content “first bishop” and “second bishop” is in exact accordance with his general strategy of extracting information directly obtainable from the syntactic surface form; the reconstruction is also consistent with Elbourne’s assumption that situation structures parallel the LF syntactic structure. Hence, (28) ought to be predicted as grammatical.

It is of no use if the descriptivist theorist argues that “the first” and “the second” are not legitimate predicates because they do not do not pick out any genuine, substantial property. Elbourne’s preferred predicates “distinguished,” “non- distinguished,” and their more complex cousins are by no means less artificial. Besides, there is independent evidence that temporal or linear order does come into play in anaphora resolution.

(32) A bishop entered the chamber. A bishop entered the chamber. He tumbled.

A very natural reading of (32) is this: the second bishop tripped. Think of the first two sentences in this mini discourse as numerically distinct but descriptively indistinguishable situations. The pronoun picks out the individual that is a constituent of the second situation; our mechanism of anaphoric interpretation favors, ceteris paribus, the closest possible link. In
this sense, the order in which a NP appears in a sentence or a discourse is a salient feature that should, according to Elbourne’s standard, be enough for descriptive enrichment and consequently license anaphoric interpretations.\textsuperscript{20}

Because sentences with identical structure can be fully acceptable, it is difficult to analyze the anomaly of (28) on purely syntactic grounds. Admittedly, amongst sentences with coordinate subjects, there is some variation with respect to whether difference in anaphoric resolutions results in truth conditional effect: we see such effects in (27) but not in (28). Be that as it may, the most critical issue is not how the intransitive bishop sentence (28) deviates from other sentences with coordinate subjects, but how it is differentiated from its transitive version. Since predicate such as “the first” and “the second” are low-hanging fruit that Elbourne has all the reason to help himself to, the descriptivist theorist has no real justification for the asymmetric treatment of the two types of bishop sentences.\textsuperscript{21}

\textsuperscript{20} Another potential explanation of what’s wrong with (28) is that coordinate subjects are not available for the interpretation of singular anaphora; there can be no mismatch between the grammatical roles of the antecedent noun phrases and their anaphora in the main clause. But this syntactic parallelism cannot be the final answer. We can easily construct infelicitous bishop sentences with coordinate subjects in both the subordinate and the matrix clauses. For instance, “# If a bishop and a bishop meet, he and he sing.”

\textsuperscript{21} If my arguments are sound, intransitive cases of bishop sentences are no empirical argument favoring the descriptivist approach over the dynamic theories. Suppose the Elbourne is able to orchestrate some constraints against the use of ordinal predicates (e.g. “the first” and “the second”) or numerically distinct but descriptively indistinguishable situations (e.g. the maximally minimal situations I discuss in Section 3). Those principles can surely be converted into some restrictions regarding the accessibility of discourse referents to which the dynamic theorists can avail themselves. Thus dialectically, the burden is still on the descriptivist theorist to prove that his approach does have wider empirical coverage.
V. Conclusion

Contrary to claims, Elbourne offers no coherent account of the discrepancy between (33a) and (33b):

(33a) If a bishop meets a bishop, he blesses him.
(33b) # If a bishop and a bishop meet, he blesses him.

Elbourne needs to exploit situations, even unbound situations to make his case. However, the strategies employed in the treatment of the transitive cases necessarily lead to contradictory predictions regarding the intransitive cases. Resorting to situational predicates for description enrichment therefore turns out to be not very appealing. Moreover, anaphoric readings in the intransitive cases should not be ruled out indiscriminately, but a general explanation of the unacceptability of some of the intransitive cases, especially how they differ from the corresponding, equally ambiguous but felicitous intransitive cases, is nowhere to be found in the situational descriptivist theory.

On the other hand, Elbourne’s commitment to unbound situation variables reveals an underlying similarity between the situational analysis and the dynamic approach.22 If the situational descriptivist proposal works at all, it is because existential quantification is allowed to bind outside its conventional scope. But it is also because of this resemblance that Elbourne’s analysis can enjoy no empirical superiority. His predictions cannot be any different from the dynamic alternatives.

---

22 See Dekker (2004) and Kamp (2014) for similar observation.
As Recanati and Murez put it, “[o]ne leitmotif in the philosophy of language and mind of the past fifty years has been its anti-descriptivism. Some objects are represented descriptively, via their qualitative features which are themselves represented; but not all objects can be represented in this indirect manner (via the representation of their properties.” (Recanati & Murez, 2016: 267)  

While it is generally acknowledged that demonstratives provide the paradigm of direct reference as their reference is determined “relationally” rather than “satisfactionally” (Bach, 1987), the scope and limit of the demonstrative paradigm is still an open investigation. Cast against this background, anaphora constitutes an extremely intriguing and uniquely telling case study of the nature of referring. The puzzle presented by the bishop sentences is that not all linguistically oriented objects can have a descriptive nature, and the debate forces us to re-consider the very nature and function of description in its various manifestations. It is the elusiveness of descriptions that renders the asymmetry gripping.

Everyone agrees that there is a marked asymmetry between (33a) and (33b). Everyone agrees that the passing along of information is paramount in anaphoric interpretation. But it is exceedingly tricky to articulate just what sort of information is relevant and legitimate when one attempts to figure out which and whether anaphoric resolution is appropriate. If any difference counts, one should never be in a shortage of some differentiating descriptions, which would render the disparity in our judgment concerning (33) extremely

23 For example, take Devitt (2014: 477): “There must be some representations whose referential properties are not parasitic on those of others, else language as a whole is cut loose from the world. Description theories pass the referential buck, but the buck must stop somewhere.”

24 I thank an anonymous reviewer for making this suggestion.
baffling. Since neither the descriptivist theorists nor the dynamic theorists have a fully satisfactory answer, I conclude that the real problem of the bishop sentences remains open.
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